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1. Introduction
Subheaders are considered as a part of payload in IEEE 802.16 [2] and thus are encrypted if EC bit in generic
MAC header (GMH) is turned on. Moreover, the GMH is used as a part of nonce N during the encryption,
and its authenticity is therefore also protected.
In the current IEEE 802.16j draft D2 [1], however, relay subheaders are transmitted as plaintext on relay link,
and no protection for their authenticity is provided.
This contribution proposes a mechanism to protect the authenticity of the relay subheaders. As a by-product,
the proposed mechanism can also provide protection to the authenticity of relay MAC header and relay
extended subheaders.

2. Summary of Proposal
We propose an optional feature to protect relay MAC PDU against forgery.
As an optional function, R-MPDU should be able to carry the HMAC/CMAC digest over its relay MAC header,
extended subheaders and subheaders. The digest is carried by the newly defined subheader called
HMAC/CMAC subheader. The HMAC/CMAC subheader also contains HMAC/CMAC PN against replay
attack.
Derivation and validation of the HMAC/CMAC digest is done hop-by-hop. The MR-BS or RS who receives the
R-MPDU that contains an HMAC/CMAC subheader shall validate it as in management messages. In nontransparent RS system, the station may update the contents of subheaders and extended subheaders. The station
then re-calculates HMAC/CMAC digest for the next hop.
HMAC/CMAC_KEY_RL* shall be used to derive the HMAC/CMAC digest.
To indicate the existence of the HMAC/CMAC subheader, an Authentication Control bit shall be included in
relay MAC header.

3. Proposed Text Changes
6. MAC Common Part Sublayer
6.3.2.1.1.1 Relay MAC header format
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LEN LSB(8)

QSH(1)

RSV(1)

CI(1)

ESF(1)

CE(1)

PSH(1)

FSH(1)

GMSH(UL)(1)

ASH(1)

RMI(1)

AC(1)

HT=0(1)

[Change Figure 22a as indicated:]

LEN(4)

CID (MSB) (8)

CID (LSB) (8)

HCS (8)

Figure 22a—Header format of relay MAC PDU with payload

[Change Table 7a as indicated:]
Table 7a—Description of relay MAC header fields
Syntax
Relay MAC Header() {
HT
AC

Size
1 bit
1 bit

RMI
ASH

1 bit
1 bit

GMSH

1 bits

FSH

1 bit

PSH

1 bit

CE

1 bit

ESF

1 bit

CI

1 bit

Notes
Shall be set to zero.
Authentication control.
1=headers are authenticated, 0=headers are not authenticated
Shall be set to 1.
Allocation subheader
1=present; 0=absent
UL: grant management subheader (GMSH)
1 = present, 0 = absent
DL : reserved, shall be set to 0.
Fragmentation subheader (FSH)
1=present; 0=absent
Packing subheader (PSH)
1=present; 0=absent
CID encapsulation
1 = present, 0 = absent
Extended subheader field
If ESF=0, the extended subheader is absent.
If ESF=1, the extended subheader is present and immediately
follows the relay MAC header.
The ESF is applicable in both the DL and UL.
CRC indicator.
1 = CRC is included in the PDU by appending it to the
PDU payload after encryption, if any.
0 = No CRC is included.
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RSV
QSH

2 bits
1 bit

LEN

12 bits

CID
HCS

16 bits
8 bits

Shall be set to 0
QoS subheader (QSH)
1=present; 0=absent
Length. The length in bytes of the relay MAC PDU including
the relay MAC header and the CRC if present.
T-CID or MT-CID.
Header Check Sequence

}
6.3.2.2.8 Relay MAC PDU subheaders

[Change the first paragraph as indicated:]
Four Five types of subheaders may be present in a Relay MAC PDU: Fragmentation subheader, Packing
subheader, QoS subheader, and Allocation subheader, and HMAC/CMAC subheader. The Packing and
Fragmentation subheaders are mutually exclusive and shall not both be present within the same MAC PDU.
When multiple subheaders are present in the same Relay MAC PDU, they shall be ordered as follows: QoS
subheader, Fragmentation or Packing subheader, and Allocation subheader, and HMAC/CMAC subheader.
[Insert new subclause 6.3.2.2.8.3:]
6.3.2.2.8.3 HMAC/CMAC subheader

When the AC field in the relay MAC header is set to 1, the relay MAC header, the relay extended subheaders
and the relay subheaders except the HMAC/CMAC subheader are authenticated hop-by-hop, by the
HMAC/CMAC digest calculated over them. Upon receipt of the relay MAC PDU whose AC field is set to 1, the
receiver should validate the HMAC/CMAC value and the HMAC/CMAC Packet Number Counter as per
subclauses 7.5.3, 7.5.4.4 and 7.5.7. In this case, data to be authenticated are the relay MAC header, the relay
extended subheaders and the relay subheaders except the HMAC/CMAC subheader, instead of management
messages. The HMAC/CMAC subheader format is specified in Table 37c.
Table 37c—HMAC/CMAC subheader format
Syntax
HMAC/CMAC subheader() {
Reserved
HMAC/CMAC Key Sequence Number
RSID
HMAC/CMAC Packet Number Counter
HMAC/CMAC_PN_RL*
HMAC/CMAC Value

Size

Notes

4 bits
4 bits
48 bits
32 bits

Shall be set to zero.
HMAC/CMAC key sequence number
RSID of the station who generates HMAC/CMAC value
Replay counter

variable

64 bits for CMAC with AES-128
64, 80 or 96 bits for Short-HMAC with SHA-256

}

7. Security sublayer
7.3.3.1 SZK usage

[Change the second and the third paragraphs as indicated:]
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SZK is used by the MR-BS and RS to derive security zone message authentication keys, i.e. HMAC/
CMAC_KEY_SZU and HMAC/CMAC_KEY_SZD. SZK is updated periodically via relay multicast rekeying
algorithm (see subclause 7.8.4).
The MR-BS shall use HMAC/CMAC_KEY_SZD to generate MAC for the relay management messages (except
for PKMv2 messages); and MAC for relay MAC header, relay MAC extended subheader and relay MAC
subheader. The MR-BS shall use HMAC/CMAC_KEY_SZU to validate MAC of the relay management
messages; and MAC of relay MAC header, relay MAC extended subheader and relay MAC subheader..
An RS shall use HMAC/CMAC_KEY_SZD to re-generate or validate MAC of the downlink relay management
messages and MAC of relay MAC header, relay MAC extended subheader and relay MAC subheader sent by
the MR-BS or its superordinate RS (except for PKMv2 messages). An RS shall use HMAC/CMAC_KEY_SZU
to re-generate or validate MAC of the relay management messages and MAC of relay MAC header, relay MAC
extended subheader and relay MAC subheader sent by its subordinate RS.
11. TLV Encodings
11.8.4 Security Negotiation Parameters

[Insert new subclause 11.8.4.8:]
11.8.4.8 Relay MPDU authentication mode support
Type
TBA

Length
1

Value
Bit #0: Indication of support of relay MAC PDU protection if set to 1
Bit #1 - #7: reserved
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